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TREND: Criminals exposed in Trump Russia investigation
charged with crimes indirectly related to Trump Russia.
See, Cohen, Manafort, Gates, Flynn, etc.
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@karolcummins

Boom  
 
George Nader, key witness in Mueller investigation, linked to 
Trump’s transition team, charged with transporting child 
pornography #SeychelleMeeting 
washingtonpost.com/world/national…

127 8:01 PM - Jun 3, 2019

77 people are talking about this

Figure linked to Trump transition charged with transporting ch…
George Nader, who became a key witness in the Mueller probe into
Trump campaign contacts with Russians, had a previous criminal
washingtonpost.com

FORESHADOWING: Nader will cut a deal and flip. He is of limited use as a witness

in trial, since he's a lifetime mobster and twice charged pedophile ... BUT HE

KNOWS WHERE ALL THE SKELETONS ARE. Some of which are literal skeletons.

CONFIRMATION: Trump Russia investigation and prosecutions are proceeding and

we are no where near the bottom. (Eric Prince ... how ya feelin' today?)

Nader charges filed in April 2018 and just unsealed. So what does that mean? cc

@bert_gilfoyle 

1. Sealed indictments in Trump Russia still going 

2. These are probably the lesser charges he got for cooperating

Nader was detained and search warrant executed in an investigation unrelated to

child porn (hint hint trump russia).
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• • •

NADER IS A SICK F'S SICK F. The videos recovered on his phone depict boys as

young as 3 and children engaged with goats. Most of the videos are boys 3 to 4 years

old. Do not read.

Here's Nader and Trump. Because Nader is Bus Partners with Broidy, the Felon that

was running the GOP fundraising operation alongside felon Cohen. Because they are

dirty horrible criminal people.

The wild story of how a convicted pedophile got his picture taken with …
According to the Associated Press, the circumstances surrounding the photo are
unclear, but it may have been linked to a $189,000 donation from Broidy to the
Republican National Committee.

https://www.businessinsider.com/george-nader-elliot-broidy-photo-with-trump-2018-5
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